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Season 6, Episode 16
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The New Striker is Complete!



Before Block B's Match, Masamune clashes with King, who boasts that he will win the tournament. Furthermore, Jigsaw , a mysterious boy who despises the two of them, stirs things up between them. A battle royal which includes the three members of the Russian Team and Jack against them as so began. As all bladers launch their blades, Unicorno and Variares go directly head to head. However King then attacks the Russian Team as the Masamune's three friends team up to attack Jack (with a new look) and Evil Befall but Jack unleashes his special move Beafowl Ripper followed by his Upper Wing spin track attack and takes out one of them. Jack then moves on to attack Jigsaw and his blade, Forbidden Eonis ED145FB but his opponent blocks it with the ED145 track and attacks with a special move and Befall is knocked out. Variares then attacks Eonis but ED145 fails the attack. Masamune attacks too but the same thing happens. King unleashes Ares who attacks with his sword but Eonis dodges all those attacks. Blitz Unicorno then zips in between and switches to Assault Attack Mode and attacks Eonis but fails. King and Masamune then recklessly attack Eonis but it is useless against the ED145 track. The boy then uses a special technique that causes his bey to become invisible and attacks Masamune's friends. Madoka then analyzes Eonis and finds out how it is doing that by using mirages. King goes back to Unicorno and the two continue fighting while the Russian Team trash-talks/introduce themselves to Jigsaw who attacks Nowaguma. Dora then has Scorpio attack by first having a small tornado surrounding itself then turning into a giant boulder which shakes and vibrates the Sphere 360 stadium and cancels out Jigsaw's invisible technique. She wraps it up with a new Ultimate Attack that uses Escolpio's tail which spins and sends pink round sonic-like aura's to disable his technique and succeeds. King and Masamune are very impressed as Dora brags to Jigsaw. The boy is not agitated and decides t
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
17 July 2011, 00:00
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